Student Evaluation Form

Part Two of the Safety Training for the Student Shop

Student: _____________________________________  Student Status: ____________
(undergrad,grad)
Evaluator: ____________________________________  Pass / 1 Fail 2

Directions to the Student: After completing part one testing of the safety training on Sakai, (passing with at least 80% on all tests) Be sure you understand all the questions and answers in part one before attempting the part two test. Some of these test questions are judgment questions. Their answers may not all be found in a textbook or manual. Contact the Student Shop Manager if you have any questions about any part one test.

Directions to the Evaluator: After the student has successfully taken part one of the safety training, the student is required to fill out this form and present it to you before attempting part two. Their SAKAI score (80 points or better) information must be filled in on this sheet. The student will come into the Student Shop during the reserved testing time to attempt the part two test of safety training. The student should be confident of this material before attempting the part two safety test at the Student Shop.

These safety tests are designed to check the ability of the student to answer basic shop questions. These answers may be found in the Student Shop Safety Manual, the Student Shop videos, or using basic judgement.

Information and effective testing of the Student Shop’s safety procedures are an important part of our safety training program.

This is the Pratt School of Engineering Student Shop. Only students from Pratt are allowed to use this Student Shop for designing, manufacturing, assembling, & testing their coursework projects needed in their course for a grade. No personal projects are ever allowed.

Furthermore

I have read, understood the safety rules and operation of ALL equipment provided in the Student Shop. I have watched the Safety and basic operation videos for the machines in Student Shop. I will follow all safety regulations while working in the Student Shop. I understand that not following all the Student Shop protocols will result in penalties (badge punches, suspension of shop access) & could result in personal injury, death, or other unwanted consequences. I agree to abide by all the rules & regulations of the Student Shop. I will leave the machines & shop areas I use clean, swept, & ready for the next student to use. I accept personal responsibility for my work & actions in ALL areas/rooms of the Student Shop.

Course/Group/Professor: ___________________________________________________

Signature: ___________________________ Date: ____/____/20___

DUID No.: ______________________ E-Mail: __________________________